
M
ade of clear
acrylic, Trend
have
introduced a
new offset

base, designed to reduce the
possibility of the router tilting
when edge moulding or
trimming and an offset
trenching base to allow easy
width adjustment when cutting
trenches, housings, dadoes
and slots.
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On Test

John Perkins tests
two new bases
designed to give the
router user more
control

Both of the sub-bases offer good value for money, in
particular the trenching base. This does save a lot of tedious
re-adjustment of straight edges and guides, especially when
forming precision joints such as dovetail housings, without
the need to match the available cutter diameter precisely to
the timber thickness. 

Trend bases
Quality Performance Value for 

& finish money

Offset base 4 4 3
Trenching base 4 5 5
Scores out of 5

The verdict...

The trenching
base provides a
means of
increasing the
width of a trench,
housing, dado or
slot by a precise
amount, simply by
turning the router
to present
different edges
against a straight
guide. Each edge

produces an increase in width of 1mm, starting from a datum
point of 100mm from the centre of the cutter/router base. drilled
to fit the Trend T5 and similar routers, the base is supplied with
two mounting screws and a centring cone for positioning it
accurately on the router base.

The trenching base is used in conjunction with a straight edge

such as a clamped batten or a self clamping ‘guide clamp’. The

trench, housing etc. is first ‘set off’ parallel to the straight edge by

a dimension equal to the distance between the tip of the cutter to

the edge of the trenching base (i.e. 100mm minus half the cutter

diameter (for example : (using 12mm cutter) 100mm - 6mm =

94mm from straight edge to trenching base). To increase the width

of the initial 12mm wide trench by up to 5mm, simply turn the

router so that the 101, 102, 103, 104, or 105mm edge is in

contact with the straight guide.

Price £19.95

Offset Trenching Base

Sample board with Trend
Clamp & Guide showing

different widths and
router being used

Trend 
bases

New
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Offset base

This base is intended to prevent the router tipping when
cutting edge mouldings and rebates using a self guiding
(bearing guided) cutter. Fitted to any router having similar
mounting points to the Trend T5 and T9 routers, the offset
handle allows the router to be balanced and controlled more
easily.  Price £19.95

Fitting the base

Cutting edge moulding The base keeps the router steady when edge moulding

Fantastic special video offer to readers of Routing magazine!
Three action packed instructional and inspirational videos by the award winning craftsman and author
of the bestselling book ‘The Incredible Router’. Jeremy Broun shares 35 years of his professional
woodworking experience in these videos!

Essential routing - 46 mins
Ideal for those new to routing. Jeremy Broun covers basic principles, cutter choice, getting started, safe
working practices, holding devices, template routing, table routing, jig making and care of equipment.

Joint cutting with the router - 43 mins
Joints are at the heart of woodworking and
Jeremy Broun demonstrates how the router
can cut them fast and precisely using both
shop-made and selected manufacturer’s jigs.

Router jigging - 37 mins
Using, making and thinking jigs puts you in the
fast lane of routing. This superb video covers
the basic principles of jigs and jig making,
featuring some selected commercial and
highly inventive jigs by Jeremy Broun.

RRP of each video: £14.95 + £1.50 P & P per
video. Special Routing reader offer: £35 for all
3 videos including postage (overseas please
add £3). Single videos available for £11.25
each + £1.50 P & P per video (£2.50
overseas).

To order your videos telephone the sales hotline on: 01322 616300 or fax us on: 01322 667633.
Alternatively simply complete the details on this order form and return it to: 
Routing/Thinking Hand Video Offer, Nexus Media, Nexus House, Azalea Drive, Swanley, Kent BR8 8HU.
Please send me the following (tick as appropriate):

Essential routing  ❏                    Joint cutting with the router  ❏                    Router Jigging  ❏

Add £1.50 P&P for each individual video ordered. All three videos £35 incl. P&P (£3 extra overseas)

I enclose £ ....................cheque/postal order made payable to Thinking Hand Video

Or please charge my    ❏ Visa    ❏ Mastercard    ❏ Access   account for the amount of £ ..................
Card no:  Exp. Signature

Please send my order to: Mr/Mrs/Ms/Miss ......................................................................................

Address:  ......................................................................................................................................

......................................................................................................................................................

......................................................................................................................................................

Postcode:  ....................................................................................................................................

Daytime tel:  ..................................................................................................................................

Please allow up to 28 days for delivery from receipt of order.
❏  please tick if you do not wish to receive details about further offers

Reader offer...from THV and Jeremy Broun
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